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Introduction
In [2], F.W. Bauer has axiomatized the homotopy groups in connection with the axiomatic
definition of the homology groups. It is well known that the usual (or classical) homo-
topy groups [12] are combined with the singular homology groups [14], by the Hurewicz
homomorphism hn : Trn(XtY) -» Hn(X,Y), [12]. The homology axioms given by Bauer
are slightly different from those of Eilenberg and Steenrod [10]; the homology theory B
is defined in [2] as a set of functors {//„}, n = 0,1,2,... from the category of pairs
(X, Y) of topological spaces to the category of G-modules for an abelian group G. The
homotopy theory Bn associated with B has been defined as a set of functors {TT^} like B,
satisfying homotopy and dimension axioms only, and being combined with the Hurewicz
homomorphism hB : £?„. —»• B. The main result is that there exists one and only one
(relative or absolute) homotopy theory Bn associated with a given (relative or absolute)
homology theory B, satisfying two conditions: (A) Bv satisfies the Hurewicz theorem,
which means that for any (tf,n)-pair (X,Y); i.e. wi(X) = iri(Y) = Ki(X,Y) = 0 (in the
classical sense, [12]), and H^X, Y) = 0, 0 < i < n, H^X) = Ht{Y) = 0, 0 < t < n - 1
(in the sense of B); the Hurewicz homomorphism h\i < n, is an isomorphism; (B) there
exists a homomorphism Bn —• £?* for any homotopy theory B* satisfying (A). This result
means that given a homology theory, just one maximal homotopy theory is associated. In
case the homology theory is singular with integral coefficients [13], the homotopy theory
is classical.

For some category of topological spaces and a homology theory given on this cate-
gory, G.S. Cogosvili [4], constructed spectrally a covariant functor which has a number
of properties of the homotopy functor defined by Bauer in [2], and himself in [3]. These
properties, following Bauer's theorem [2], show that the functor in question coincides with
classical homotopy when the starting homology theory is singular homology.

Departing from an arbitrary cohomology theory / / = {//"}, [9], and a category of
pairs (X,Y) for which Hq(X,Y) = 0, q > n, Hn(Y) « 0, a dualized functor n n (the
so-called /Munctor) is constructed [6], by means of the idea of inverse spectrums with
homomorphisms [11]. It has some basic properties of cohomotopy groups [12], but differ
from it. A connected sequence of these functors is studied, the homotopy property is
proved for the induced homomorphisms, and certain relationship is established by special
homomorphisms between the structures H and IT = {nn}, [7]. Analogous functor to the
D-functor is defined in the Appendix of [8] but under different conditions.

The aim of the present work is to follow the ZJ-functors and modify it to be able to
correct the errors in [7]. Moreover, by using the results in [1], we state and prove the
sufficient conditions which guarantee the exactness of the /^-functor.

1 The D-Construction

By using the concept of inverse spectrum with rnorphisms [1], here, we modify and justify
the D-functor of Cogosvili [6]. Then we treat the mistakes in the proof of the homotopy
axiom given in [7].

Denote by Q the category of pairs of topological spaces (R, R') and their continuous
maps. In case R' = 0 is the vacuous subset, the symbol (R, 0) is usually abbreviated by R.
Let Q, Qc be the categories of respectively, abelian groups, compact (Hausdorff) abelian
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groups, and their homomorphisms, continuous homomorphisms. Assume that H = {Hq\,
q = 0,1, 2 , . . . , is a cohomology theory, [9], on the category Q and for any prescribed
coefficient group G in the category Q the theory has values in the same category. For a
fixed natural number n, denote by Qn a sub category of Q satisfying the two conditions:

Cl. Qn is an admissible category in the sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [9],
C2. For any (X, X') € Qn, Hn(X't G) = 0, and H™(X, X', G) = 0 for m > n.
It follows from these conditions that if (X, X') € Qn then X eQn and X' e <Q>n_i.
Denote by u(R, R'\ n) the set of the triples a = (X, X',f), where (X, X') E Qn and

/ : (X, X'} ~* (R, R') is in Q. It is ordered by assuming that a < 0 = (Y,Y',g) if there
exists a map TT^ : (X, X') -» (Y, Y') in Qn such that g-nk

a0 = / [6]. The set u>{R, Rf; n) is
directed [13]. Actually, if a{ = (X^X'^fi), i = 1,2, are in u(R,R';n), then according to

Theorem 1.13.2c in [9], H«(X, X'\ G) = ® H"(Xi, X[; G), where X(X') is the topological
sum of X{'s (X?s), and f\Xi = />. It follows that 7 = (Xt X', f) belongs to u(R, /?'; n)
such that eti < 7.

For each a G u(R,R']n) denote by Hg the cohomology group Hq(X,X';G); and if
a < /3, denote by Mor(/?, a) the set of the homomorphisms 7r*£ • H% -+ H% induced by
{TT^} in the cohomology theory H. Then the collection {//«, Mor 09,a), w(fl,fl';n)} is
an inverse spectrum with homomorphisms, [1], [11], denoted by U(R, R1; H, n).

Definition 1.1. The £>-group associated with the cohomology theory H (abbrevia-
tion: D-group a.w.H) of (R, R') is the inverse limit group of 11(7?, R'\ H, n) [1], it is denoted
by n"(/?, # ; / / , n ) [6]. The ©-coordinates pa of p G W{R, R1; H, n) is characterized by
*%?& = Pc f o r ^ y ^ a ^ Mor(/?, a).

In due to condition C2, n9(H,7?'; H,n) = 0 for all <? > n. Let $ : (#,# ' ) -> (5,5')
be in Q, then it defines an order-preserving function <p : u(R, R'; n) —• LJ(S, S'; n) by

The identity homomorphisms <f>a : Hq^a) —• //*, induced in H by the identity map
of (X, X') for any a G u(R,R!\n), constitute with <f> the map of inverse spectrums with
homomorphisms [1]:

* : II(S, S'; H, n) -» n(/?, .R'; //, n) .
Definition 1.2. The induced, by $, homomorphism $^ : U"(S, S'; H, n) -t- II9(/2, fi'; //, n)

is the inverse limit of <l [1], i.e. if p e Ylq(S,S'',H,n) and a € w(R,R!'}n), then
(S^P)*, = <^QP0(a) = Pa-

The D-functor a.w.H, denoted by W, is the pair {n'( ), $^} , where ( ) means
a pair in Q; H, and any suitable n. It is a contravariant functor from Q to Q. It will
be added a third function to the D-functor, called the coboundary operator. Let 6 :
u{R,R!\n) -> u{R!\n - 1) be the function defined by 8{a) = (X'J1 = f\X'), and
^ : H6(a) = Hq(X';G) - //^+i = H«(X,X';C) the coboundary of //, [13]. It follows
from the third axiom of H [9], that the homomorphisms {6a} with 6 form a map [1]
6 : n(/T; //, n - 1) -* n(/?, R1; H, n). The inverse limit of 6 [1]:

; / / , n - 1) - U<+1(R, Rf; H,n)

is the coboundary operator of the D-groups a.w. H [6].

Definition 1.3. The D-construction a.w.H is the triple {n^ ), $*, 6*}; it is denoted
by ft.



It proved in [6] that fl satisfies the anology of the third axiom of H. The next theorem
characterizes the relation between ft and //.

Theorem 1.1. There is a natural homomorphism from the cohomology theory H to
the D-construction a.w.H.

Proof. For each (R, R') e Q define a homomorphism d : H^R, R'; G) -* W{R, R1; H, n)
by [7j: if h e H«(R,R';G) and a = (X}X',f) e w(R,R';n), then (dh)a = f*h, where
/ • : H"(R, R'; G) -> H"(X, X'; G) is the induced homomorphism by / in H.

Now, let $ : (/?, R') — (S, S') be in Q. Then, by using the second axiom of H [9], we
have

Moreover, if h E Hq(R'; G), then , by means of the third axiom of H, [9], we have

(s*d(h))a = sa(d(h))6ia) = (6a(/\xy)(h) = (rw),
where 5 = 6a.

Theorem 1.2. If (R, R1) G QnJ then the D-group W(Rt R'; H,n) is isomorphic to the
cohomology group Hq(R, R'\ G).

Proof. It is clear that the set M consisting of the element A = (R, Rf, 1) is a cofinal
subset of LJ(R, R'\ n) [14], where 1 denotes the identity of (R, R')\ and so IT'(7?, /?'; H, n) =
{//jj, {1*}, M} is a cofinal subspectrum of the spectrum H(R,R';H,n) [1]. Hence their
injection map [1], induces an isomorphism 2: W(R,R'yH,n) = n/<7(/?, FP; H,ri). The
proof is completed by noting that T1'9(.R, R1; H,n) is isomorphic to Hg(R, R'; G) [1].

Corollary 1.1. (Dimension axiom). If R is one-point space then

Uq(R;H, 1) = 0, Vq^O

Actually, this result follows immediately from the dimension axiom of H [9], and that
R is an object of the category Q,.

The proof of the homotopy axiom given in [7] needs some corrections, so we give a
complete proof depending on the concepts of [1].

Theorem 1.3. If $, * : (R, R') — (5, S') are homotopic in Q, then $* =

Proof. Assume that F : (/?, R') x I —• (5,5") is the homotopy map of $, *, where
/ = [0,1]. Let p 6 n"(S,S'\H,n) and a = (X,X',f) e ^ ( f l . / ^n ) . According to
Definition 1.2, it is sufficient to prove that p#(a) = V^{a)- It follows from condition Cl,
that A = (X x I,X' x I, F(f x 1)) belongs to u(S,S';n), where 1 is the identity of / .
Also 4>(oc) < A, rjj(a) < A by means of the maps 7ro,7ri : (X, X') —• (X, X') x I defined by
TTi(x,i) = (x,i), i = 0,1. Since -KQ € Mor(A,0(o;)) and K\ G Mor(A,<^(a)), the homotopy
axiom for H [9], yields that p^Q) = ^ ( P A ) = TT{(PX) =

2It is mentioned in [1] that the inverse limit of injection is a monomorphism; to be
proved that it is an isomorphism is not difficult.



2 The Exactness Axiom
This part is devoted to discuss the exactness axiom for the D-construction a.w.H. Given
(R, R') € Q , assume that I : R? —> R and J : R —> (R, R') are the inclusions. It is stated
in [7] that the sequence, for q = n:

... -> n"~l(R!; H,n-\)6-t W(R, R'; H, n) ^ II* (rt; H, n) £

H,n-l)S-t... (2.1)

which is called the £>-sequence a.w.H of (R,R'), is semiexact by giving a proof only
that 6*1* = 0; there are some errors in the proof. For example, it is assumed that
if a = (X,X',f) <E u(R,Rf;n) then (X,0,f) € w(#,0;n - 1). It is clear that even
(X, 0, / ) £ u(R} 0; n — 1) in general. First we give a full correct proof and then we shall
generalize this result.

Theorem 2.1. If (/?, R') € Q then the D-sequence a.w.H of (R, Rf) is semiexact.

Proof. The proof breaks into the proof of three propositions: J*6* = 0, 1*3* = 0,
and 6*1* = 0.

Proof of J*6* = 0: Let p 6 H^^R', H,n - 1) and a - {X, f) € uj(R;n). Then

The exactness axiom of H [9], yields that jQ5j(Q) = 0.

Proof of 1*J* = 0: Let p € n ^ r t . / ^ i / . n ) , a = (A",/) € (/?;n - 1), then 0 =
ji(a) = (X}0,g) belongs to u)(R,R';n), where g = JIf. We have {I*J*p)a = iaji{Q)P&-
Since 7 = (X, X,g) G u){R,R'\n), J3 < 7 by means of the inclusion ?r : (X,0) —»• (X,J\T),
and //"pf, X) = 0, [14], it follows that pp = 7r*p7 = 0.

Proof of 6*1* = 0: Let p € II*(fl;tf,n) and a = {X,X',f) € w(i?,/?;n). Hence
(6*I*p)a = 8a(I*p)s(a). Since 8(a) < 0 = (X, f) in virtue of the inclusion w : X' -* X,
it follows that -n*{I*p)$ = (I*p)6(a) and then (6*I*p)a = 6air*(I*p)0 = 0.

By means of the results in [1], we next discuss again the exactness of the D-construction
A. The £>-groups a.w.H of (/?,/?'), R, and R1 are defined as limits of suitable inverse
spectrums (of cohomology groups) with homomorphisms defined over the directed sets
v(R, /^;n), UJ(R;TI), and u)(R';n — 1), respectively. In order to discuss the exactness of
the result £>-sequence (2.1), it will be convenient to use the idea of inverse spectrum
with homomorphisms of sequences [1], [9], to obtain equivalent definition in which all
these spectrums are defined over the same directed set. It appears that the directed set
u(R,R!;n) is most suitable for this purpose. Denote by d\oi' the elements (X,f) €
(j(R\n), (A",/' = /|A"') e u(Rf;n~ 1), respectively, corresponding to a = (X,X',f) €
(j{R, R!; n). The sets consisting of all {a7}, {a"}, respectively, will be denoted by Q(R; n)f

Cj(Rf; n-\). For each a = (X, X', f) e u(R, Rf; n), denote by i'a, j'a the inclusions X' C A,
X C (X, X'), respectively. Let Sa be the (exact) cohomology sequence of the pair (X, X'):



Ua<j3=(Y, Y'tg) in virtue of the maps n*0 : (X, X') -» (Y, Y'), then a* < 0', a" < /3"
in virtue of n*,0, : X —> Y, TT^,0» : X' -* Y' which are defined by TT* .̂ The following
diagram is commutative [9]:

i" i" 6'
Q0 . . uQ & , TTQ P TTQ P.

T-fc* m-k*

SQ:

The vertical lines form inverse spectrums with homomorphisms over (j(R,Rf;n), u>(R;n),
u(R';n-l), ..., or, roughly speaking, over the same directed set UJ(R, R';n). The maps between
these spectrum consist of the homomorphisms {]£}, {*£}, {<5Q}, with the respectively natural
maps £i : Q(R; n) —» w{R, R'; n),

) ( ; ) ,
jn) —> w(i?';n - 1), where £\{o^) = a, £2(0") —o', 6 is the same as in Definition

(1.2).
Therefore, we obtain an inverse spectrum {SQ, {•K'^},LJ{R, R';n)} of sequences with homo-

morphisms [1]. The resulting inverse limit sequence [1], is called the adjusted D-sequence a.w.H
of (R,Rf), it is:

. . . -^ W(R, R1; H, n) J-k Uq(R; H, n) ^ flq(R'; H,n)

-H^n)^... (2.2)

The following result follows immediately from Theorem (1.2) in [1].

Lemma 2.1. The adjusted D-sequence a.w.H of any pair in Q is of order 2. If the coefficient
group G of H is in the category Qc and the cohomology theory H has values in Qc, then the
adjusted D-sequence a.w. H in exact.

Now, we compare the groups in the sequences (2.1) and (2.2), consider the inclusions <f> :
u(R';n—l) —nj(R';n — l), 0 :tl>(R;n) —* u(R;ri). These maps and the appropriate respectively
identities

yield the following injections [1]:

; H, n - 1) -» fl(R'; H,n- 1),

Lemma 2.2. The inverse limits:

*«, : nq{R; H, n) -» n*(R; //, n)

of $ , * , respectively, are isomorphisms

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Q(R';n ~ l),u)(R;n) are cofinal subsets of u(R';n -
l),uj(R;n) respectively. Let a = (X,f) € u>(R';n - 1). Since H«(X,X) = 0, for all q [9], it



follows that 0 = (X,X,/) G u{R,R';n) such that 0" = a. If a = (X,0J) <= u>(ft,0-,n) then
a e u{R, R'] n) and d = a.

Theorem 2.2. For any (R, R') € Q and any coefficient group G € <?, the D-sequence a.w.H
is isomorphic to the adjusted D-sequence a.w.H.

Proof. We need to verify commutativity relations in the diagram:

W{R, R'\ H, n)

;ff,n)

•H,n)

W(Rr; H, n - 1)

:';tf,n-l)

n9+1(JR, '̂;^,n)

Commutativity in the right-hand triangle is a direct consequence of Definition (1.2) of 6*.
To prove the commutativity in the left-hand triangle, assume that p e n«(H,if; H,n) and
a' = (X,f), where a = {X,X',f) G u{R,R!\n). Then (#<„, J^p)^ = ipQ>Ji>(a,)pp = p0, where
0 = (JTp)[a/) = (X, Jf). Also, {J'^p)* = 3aPel(a')- S ince & < oc in virtue of fa, it follows that

Ja Pa = PPa P&

To prove the commutativity in the middle square, let p 6 Uq(R; H, n) and o" = (X', / ' ) e
(R'n - 1) be corresponding to a = (X,X'J) e u{R;R',n). Then (*oo/#p)a" = Pp and
(/^*«,p)a« = iZfa'P-r = *aPr, w h e r e 7 = (<fo)(a") = (^,/) and 3̂ = (^)(a") = (X',7/).
Since /3 < 7 by means of i^ : X' C X, then i^py = pp.

With the proof of Theorem (2.2) concluded, the question of the exactness of the D-sequence
a.w. H is replaced by the question of the exactness of the adjusted D-sequence a.w. H. Then
Lemma (2.1) and Theorem (2.2) yield the following main result.

Theorem 2.3. If the coefficient group G of H belongs to Q then the D-construction a.w.
H is of order 2. If G G Qc and the values of H are in Qc, then n is exact.
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